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Ruth Ellis’s Suit

Lynda Nead

Abstract

On 10 April 1955 Ruth Ellis shot and killed her lover outside a north London
pub. She was arrested on the spot and tried for murder in the Number One
Court at the Old Bailey; her highly publicised trial was short, and the jury
took just over twenty minutes to reach a guilty verdict. She was executed on
12 July 1955 and was the last woman to be hanged in England.

This is an article about the suit that Ellis wore to her trial. It was a smart, fur-
trimmed, tailored suit, which she wore with a white silk shirt and high-heeled
black shoes. Her hair was freshly dyed, and her make-up was perfect; she
intended to look her best for the Old Bailey. And yet, her biographies record
that someone in the courtroom was heard to announce that she looked like
“a typical West End tart”. What can be learned from the disjuncture between
Ellis’s self-perception and the perception of the public? What can a suit tell us
about gender, sex, and class in post-war Britain?

Clothes weave in and out of Ellis’s life story and the story of Britain after the
war; they were necessary and desirable, part of a personal and national self-
fashioning. There are no photographs of Ellis in her suit, so this article is also
an exercise in historical imagination. By examining the written reports of her
dress and appearance in newspaper articles and biographies, it is possible to
access broader historical and cultural meanings concerning gender and class
in post-war Britain and the significance of material things in the individual
aspiration for social mobility.
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Introduction

Yesterday the girl who sought the bright lights made her last
appearance as a glamour girl. Her “stage” was the dock of the

No. 1 court at the Old Bailey. And her act ended in a sentence—of
death.

—Daily Mirror, 22 June 1955

Ruth Ellis was the last woman to be hanged in Britain. On 10 April 1955 she
shot and killed her lover, David Blakely, outside a north London pub (fig. 1).
She was arrested on the spot and tried for murder in the Number One Court
at the Old Bailey. The highly publicised trial was short and her defence
perfunctory, and the jury took just over twenty minutes to find her guilty. Ellis
was hanged in Holloway Prison on 13 July 1955. She was twenty-eight years
old.

Figure 1.
Ruth Ellis and David Blakely at the Little Club in London, 1955. Digital
image courtesy of Trinity Mirror / Mirrorpix / Alamy Stock Photo (all rights
reserved).

This is an article about the suit that Ellis wore to her Old Bailey trial. It was a
smart, black, fur-trimmed, tailored skirt suit, which she wore with a white silk
shirt and high-heeled black shoes. Her hair was freshly dyed, and her make-
up was perfect; she intended to look her glamorous best for her Old Bailey
appearance. And yet, her biographies record that someone in the courtroom



was heard to comment that she looked like “a typical West End tart”. 1 What
can be learned from this disjuncture between Ellis’s self-perception and the
view of the public? While the decorative arts have traditionally described the
connoisseurial study of style and patronage, they take their place within an
expanded field of historical visual studies when inflected by more recent
methodologies drawn from design history, anthropology, and material

culture. 2 This is the intellectual context for my reading of Ruth Ellis’s suit, in
which reflections on the details of one woman’s dress and appearance
become the prompt for a much broader consideration of gender, class, and
social aspiration in post-war Britain.

There are no photographs of Ellis in her trial suit, but it was, and remains,
part of the spectacle of femininity that was put on display and judged at the
Old Bailey. Ellis’s appearance on the day of her trial, and in the years leading
up to it, was described in meticulous detail in newspaper reports and was
then retold in her biographies and in histories of the murder. Through a
reading of the written discourse around her courtroom appearance and the
broader semiotics of women’s clothing in this period, it is thus possible to
reconstruct the different meanings generated by the black suit as Ellis
stepped into the dock of the Number One Court. This is an exercise in
historical imagination: a method that is based in a critical engagement with
archives and images but is also broader in scope and involves a creative
imagining in excess of what can be seen in an image or distilled from a text.
It reads the gaps and the spaces in between the historical evidence.

Clothes punctuate key moments in Ellis’s life and the press reports,
biographies, films, and television series, and histories of crime and

jurisprudence that retell her story. 3 Ellis’s vanity and childhood interest in
clothes have been treated as signs of her excessive desire for social mobility
and portents of her later moral transgressions. Clothes defined her identity
as a young woman working in the metropolitan leisure industries after the
war and made manifest her transformation into a glamorous peroxide
blonde. She was given evening dresses and a clothing allowance to work as a
nightclub hostess, and it was even suggested that she had sex with a

clothing wholesaler in exchange for dresses. 4 Within days of her execution it
was reported that a waxwork had appeared in a chamber of horrors
representing Ellis in an off-the-shoulder black evening dress and tulle stole.
But the black suit represented the apogee of this preoccupation with Ruth
Ellis’s clothes; it was the focus of attention during her trial and, after her
death, was even drawn into the web of conspiracy theories about Blakely’s
murder and Ellis’s guilt. Clothes weave in and out of not only Ruth Ellis’s life
story but also the story of Britain after the war; they were necessary and

desirable, part of a personal and national masquerade. 5



Ordinary and Extraordinary

To get to the figure of Ruth Ellis in her black, fur-trimmed suit and the casual
insult voiced in the public gallery, it is first necessary to rehearse something
of her life story; highlighting, in this case, the role that clothes and
appearance play in her personal history and subsequent notoriety. Ellis was
born in North Wales in 1928. She came from a modest, working-class family;
her father, Arthur Hornby, first worked as a musician on ocean liners; her
mother, Elisabertha Goethals, was a Belgian refugee and, at the time she
met Hornby, a single mother working in domestic service.

As Arthur Hornby’s financial and social situation deteriorated, he became
increasingly violent and abusive towards his wife and children. Ruth’s sister,
Muriel Jakubait, has claimed that she was raped by their father and that he

also sexually abused Ruth. 6 Ellis experienced male violence throughout her
life; her relationship with Blakely was also violent and abusive, and she was
one of many women in the post-war period who endured male aggression in
their relationships and bore its traces—the bruises and fractures—on their

bodies. 7 What made Ruth Ellis infamous and turned her into a notorious
femme fatale was the fact that she was herself driven to violence and was
hanged for her crime.

Ellis was thirteen years old when war broke out and, like many other girls
from poorer families in this period, she left school at fourteen with hardly any
formal qualifications. In 1942, the social researcher Pearl Jephcott published
the findings of a study she had carried out on the lives and aspirations of
teenage girls living through the early years of the war. Options and prospects
for girls in this situation were few: “Even the very typical factory girl of
sixteen who has been earning money for two years may only have managed

to acquire … limited possessions.” 8 The girls in Jephcott’s survey owned
little: a brush and comb set, some magazines, a pot of face cream and some

pieces of crockery. One girl commented: “My mother buys all my clothes”. 9

Choices were extremely limited for young, under-educated, working-class
women; glamour and possessions belonged to the world of Saturday
matinees and were the objects of dreams. Ruth Ellis wanted more than this,
however, she wanted a better lifestyle and better clothes than the women in
Jephcott’s survey.

Ambition is commonly regarded as a good thing, but in women excess

ambition is seen to lead to deviancy and immorality. 10 In an interview with a
newspaper while Ellis was awaiting execution, her mother recalled:



Ruth hated us to be poor … she always liked clothes and she
would borrow mine and dress up in them. She wasn’t like my

other children. She was so very ambitious for herself. She used to

say “Mum, I’m going to make something of my life”. 11

This comes so close to being acceptable, and yet every clause declares
Ellis’s deviation from the feminine norm. Who would not hate being poor? But
Ruth is unlike the other children in this poor family—she is abnormally
ambitious; she dresses up and performs another self, a somebody rather
than an anybody. In the aftermath of the murder, newspapers scoured Ellis’s
early life for signs of the aberrance to follow. Rather than a simple desire to
pull herself out of poverty and violence, her love of clothes, her vanity, and
her ambition all suggested a moral waywardness that would inevitably end
on the scaffold.

Having left school, Ellis spent her teenage war years living and working in
London. She started working as a waitress in Lyon’s Corner House and during
her leisure time began to experience the sexual culture of wartime Britain at
dances, bars, and clubs, and in “dives” where the American forces met up. It
was in one of the American nightclubs that Ellis met a Canadian soldier
called Clare Andrea McCallum; they had a relationship, and she became
pregnant. This was the first of a number of pregnancies, births, abortions,
and miscarriages that punctuated her life, as they did the lives of so many
women in this period. McCallum asked Ellis to marry him but prevaricated
until he was sent overseas and it was discovered that he had a wife and
family in Canada. Ellis’s son, Andre, was born in September 1944.

From waitressing, Ellis moved on to nude photographic modelling and
hostessing in London’s drinking clubs. This was a familiar progression for
attractive young women in the metropolis—a modern harlot’s progress,
according to some of the newspapers. In one of a number of exposés,
following Ellis’s execution, of corruption in the metropolis, the mass
circulation paper the People put it bluntly and in capital letters: “WHEN RUTH
BECAME A CLUB HOSTESS SHE TOOK HER FIRST STEP ON THE ROAD THAT

LED TO MURDER”. 12 Modern, post-war Britain borrowed the morality and
rhetoric of Victorian melodrama. While the locations and some of the
dramatis personae had changed, the moral lesson had not: the fallen
woman, identifiable by her dress and appearance, suffers the wages of sin,

from which there is no escape. 13

In many respects, hostessing was a rational choice for Ellis. The basic salary
of a nightclub hostess at this time was significantly higher than those of the
clerks and factory workers interviewed by Jephcott; and, in addition, there



was commission on the alcohol and food that she persuaded customers to
buy while in the club, along with free evening dresses and accommodation.
14 Moreover, the clubs also brought Ellis into contact with men of a higher
social class than her own. Membership of the clubs varied according to cost
and reputation but consisted generally of men of the middle classes, some of
whom had served as officers in the armed forces. Demobbed men mingled
with civilians, tradesmen, criminals and gangsters in the heterogeneous
spaces of post-war pleasure, creating a heady mix of opportunity, sleaze,
and ersatz glamour.

Ellis worked in the Court Club in Mayfair, which was owned by a racketeer
called Morris Conley. Conley had progressed from rigging slot machines and
property development to organising prostitution from his nightclubs. As the
investigative journalist Duncan Webb declared: “Right in the centre of
corruption in the West End of London stands the figure of Morris Conley. I
hereby name him as Britain’s biggest vice boss and the chief source of the

tainted money that nourishes the evils of London night life”. 15 Ellis had
moved into the heart of London vice, and no tailored black suit could
disguise the spectacle of sex; to the readers of the mass daily press she was,
in the words of that memorable phrase, “a typical West End tart”.

It was in the Court Club that she met George Ellis, a well-off, heavy-drinking,
and violent man, who worked as a dentist. They married in 1950 and moved
out of London to Southampton, where George had been offered a job. A
female neighbour recalled that Ruth stood out from the rest of the village
where they lived because of her glamorous appearance: “Everyone looked at
her because of the way she was dressed … she looked very fashionable—a
glamour girl … . She wore a lot of make-up and I seem to remember red

nails”. 16 The phrase “a glamour girl” defines Ellis within the discourse of
femininity and desirability of the period; she is out of the ordinary because of
her clothes and her style, her artfulness and artifice. It matters little whether
the neighbour ever actually saw her nails: a “glamour girl” could only ever
have red-painted nails.

The etymology of “glamour” is an enchantment or spell; it then becomes
more specialised, referring to magical beauty and, ultimately, to a particular
form of physical attractiveness defined by Hollywood films in the 1930s,
disseminated in magazines and practised by ordinary women, filmgoers, and
readers—working-class women, mothers, daughters, and sisters. Glamour
retained its association with artifice and performance, with a seductive
aesthetic of surface embellishment and sheen: red nails and lips, metallic
blonde hair, jewellery. As cultural historian Carol Dyhouse observes:
“Glamour was often linked to a dream of transformation, a desire for

something out of the ordinary, a form of aspiration, a fiction of becoming”. 17



The marriage lasted a year. George was drinking heavily and had become
violent, and although she was pregnant again, Ruth left her husband. She
returned to London, where her daughter, Georgina, was born in October
1951. Ellis at this stage had only a few years left to live, and they were
shaped by her life in the clubs. It is also around this time, 1952–1953, after
she returned to London to work, that she made the momentous decision to
dye her hair platinum blonde.

Desire and Aspiration

Blonde was a critical element in Ellis’s physical self-transformation, tapping
into a visual language of post-war femininity that made her even more
camera-ready. For Ellis, blonde was a perfectly reasonable choice, and she
was not the only Englishwoman in her twenties in the 1950s who thought
being blonde was the way to achieve her dreams. The actress Diana Dors
(fig. 2) remembered a friend who:

sported natural platinum-blonde hair, whereas mine was merely
mousey. Somewhere, in the recesses of the mind … was born the

dream of becoming a blonde, alluring film star, a woman who

enchanted men and lived a life of glamour and fame. 18



Figure 2.
Carl Sutton, Diana Dors, Picture Post, 22 January
1955, 24–25 (Liverpool: Hulton Press Ltd, 1955).
Digital image courtesy of IPC Magazines / Picture Post
(all rights reserved).

Blonde was synonymous with Hollywood glamour, and advertisers played on
women’s dissatisfaction with their looks, and the gap between their self-
image and the image of the female star, to sell goods. “Mousey” was a
constant accusation thrust at women who resisted the incitement to have

glowing, film-star locks. 19 As feminist critic Ros Coward has observed,
adverts constantly rework female dissatisfaction as desire and play on “an
anxiety rather than a pleasurable identification … a relation of narcissistic

damage”. 20 One of the leading hair dye companies in this period, Hiltone,
advertised week after week in women’s journals and film magazines; in
February 1953, around the time Ellis dyed her hair, an advert in Photoplay
asked its female readers: “Do you fret at your mirror, hoping against hope to
see your hair suddenly sparkle and gleam? It will, if you use Hiltone” (fig. 3).
Blonde was the first step towards a new glamorous beauty that was



embodied in the figure of Marilyn Monroe. In 1953, with the release of
Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, Monroe was at the height of her success, and
Hiltone secured the rights to use her image in their advertisements (fig. 4).
21 Blondes, advertising copy claimed, were more confident and successful,
and more attractive to men. As one English actress testified:

Going blonde had an extraordinary and exciting effect on me … I
was more vivacious. More alert mentally … I felt I had a new

personality. Almost instinctively I walked with more of a wiggle …
I’ve discovered a completely new ME since I changed from being

mousey. 22



View this illustration online

Figure 3.
Advertisement for Hiltone
Hair Dye, Photoplay, February
1953, inside cover (London:
Samuel Stephen Ltd, 1953).
Digital image courtesy of
Samuel Stephen Ltd /
Photoplay (all rights
reserved).
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Figure 4.
Advertisement for Hiltone Hair
Dye, Photoplay, August 1953, 7
(London: Samuel Stephen Ltd,
1953). Digital image courtesy
of Samuel Stephen Ltd /
Photoplay (all rights reserved).

Ruth Ellis did, however, not just go blonde: she became a peroxide blonde.
Within the lexicon of blonde hair dye, peroxide blonde has a particular
signification. Newspapers habitually referred to her as a “platinum blonde”,

differentiating her “bottle blonde” style from other, more natural shades. 23

Platinum blonde is achieved by using hydrogen peroxide, a bleach that strips
the hair and creates a white blonde look. It is a harsh chemical process that
requires constant upkeep to prevent dark roots from showing through. By the
1950s platinum was beginning to appear vulgar and artificial, and it was up
to one of the most famous advertising campaigns of the 1950s to transform
the haircolouring industry by simply posing the question “Does She … or
Doesn’t She?”. Clairol blondes, it suggested, looked natural and respectable,



and you could not tell whether they did, or they didn’t. Ellis was not a Clairol
blonde, however, and the problem with her look was that it was hard and
unnatural. It was obvious that “she did”, in all senses of the double entendre.
24

Her sister, Muriel Jakubait, describes a physical transformation in Ellis at this
time. She was now managing the Little Club, a drinking club owned by Morris
Conley. She was earning good money and dressing well. The Little Club was
in Knightsbridge; Ellis had a flat above the club that came with the job, and it
is likely that she was buying some of her clothes at Harrods, which was
directly opposite. Ellis was wearing ready-to-wear but expensive garments,
at the top end of the market and certainly way beyond the means of the
young women in Jephcott’s survey. Jakubait recalls catching sight of Ellis
during an unexpected visit: “[S]he was walking like a model, swinging as she
walked and really confident … . She’d been totally transformed. She was
thinner … she’d had her original auburn colour stripped and changed to
platinum blonde. It was immaculately styled … I remember sweet rationing
ended about that time and she’d brought loads of sweets for the children … .
From the time she started bleaching her hair her character changed. It was
like two different people. Being blonde does that. It made her confident and
more carefree. She looked beautiful … . [T]his was the time in 1953 that my
sister became the Ruth Ellis whom two years later everybody would know,

her photograph would be on every newspaper in the country.” 25

Jakubait associates Ellis’s transformation with sweets and the end of
rationing, and there is a certain sense to this. Her look, achieved through
hard work and money, expresses abundance and commodification, a new
kind of femininity that is at once glamorous and distasteful. The utility
clothing scheme, introduced during wartime to conserve labour and
materials, had ended in 1952; however, the discourse of fashion and morality
and the suspicion of luxury and consumerism had not entirely disappeared.
26 By 1955, the year of Ellis’s execution, Britain was beginning its uncertain
economic transition from post-war austerity to a kind of affluence. Economic
recovery was predicated on building consumption, with women as the
foundation of this new economic model.

In an environment in which women’s appearance was so highly commodified,
blonde was over-determined and contested. It can hardly be surprising that
Ellis wanted to get her hair freshly dyed for the Old Bailey. Mousey, the
adverts told her, was bad, and dark roots even worse; she wanted to look
glamorous and to feel confident, and little wonder that her defence counsel
was troubled when they saw her on the day of her trial. The journalist
Duncan Webb summed up the ambivalence of Ellis’s appeal: “There could be
no denying that she was attractive in a nightclub sort of way, but behind that
tinsel-like beauty … I could not help discerning a certain hardness, a brittle



sense of calculation”. 27 Ellis’s beauty, her sexual attractiveness, is part of
her offence and seems to inspire hostility and a desire for retribution in the
men who write about her. After visiting her shortly before her execution,
George Rogers, a member of Parliament, observed: “Although she was much
refined by the weeks of suffering, I thought that in normal conditions she was

probably a hard, brassy blonde”. 28

In Britain in the early 1950s, women like Ruth Ellis were exhorted by
advertising campaigns to seek perfection and condemned to endless
dissatisfaction and anxiety. Ambition and desire for this generation of
working-class women were so often articulated in terms of clothes and
personal appearance, which were seen as indices of social mobility and
success. Perhaps the most memorable articulation of this sartorial longing is
that described by Carolyn Steedman in her account of her mother’s desire for
a New Look skirt. She recalls her mother’s constantly thwarted or only ever
partially satisfied desire: “the proliferation of consumer goods that marked
the mid-1950s, were used by my mother to measure out her discontent:
there existed a newly expanding and richly endowed material world in which

she was denied a place”. 29 For women, clothes seemed to offer a gateway
to a world of stylish advantage; the rules of fashion could be learned from
magazines and films, and social origins could be camouflaged and
transcended by the cut of a coat or the length of a skirt. Success and
pleasure were fleeting, however, as discontent reasserted itself in the minds
and self-critical gazes of modern female consumers.

Autobiographies of women who grew up in the 1950s are peppered with
anecdotes about fashion and aspiration, about observing and absorbing the
longing of their mothers. In Bad Blood, Lorna Sage describes her upbringing
in North Wales and her visits with her mother to a clothes shop in town. Most
of the items were second-hand classics, suits and coats, “genteel cast-offs”
that represented a better life and wider horizons to Sage’s frustrated mother.
The shop owner, Mrs. Smith, had a seductive sales routine: “When [she]
insisted on the quality of the cloth and the superiority of the cut, she was
addressing my mother as a class casualty and a dreamer, someone in
danger of getting stuck in a council house at the kitchen sink, unless she had

a good suit, or a really dressy dress”. 30 This was the cultural capital of a
good suit to women who came from less well-off, working-class backgrounds:
it promised so much more than its material value; it offered “class” in every
sense of the word.

Ellis built a carapace around herself. She worked on her dress and
appearance, even her voice and mannerisms, in order to assume a new,
more socially elevated identity. Perhaps, like Sage’s mother, she was
frightened of “getting stuck”, or longed for the world of goods and clothes,



like Carolyn Steedman’s mother. The emotional anxiety of wanting more and
the frustrated longings were not unique to Ellis, but were shared by many
women in 1950s Britain.

Ruth Ellis met David Blakely at the Little Club while working as the
manageress. Blakely came from a well-off, upper-middle-class family.
Educated at a private school, he went on to the military academy at
Sandhurst and an undistinguished service career. When Ellis met him, he was
working as a racing driver and was part of a social crowd who mixed at the
racing tracks and in London’s drinking clubs. They had a turbulent and
abusive relationship; within two weeks of meeting, Blakely had moved into
Ellis’s flat, and so began a cycle of commitment, betrayal, recrimination, and
violence. Blakely’s erratic behaviour made Ellis increasingly insecure and
suspicious, leading to their separation and, almost inevitably, to the fatal
shooting.

What seems to have struck everyone, including the press and judiciary,
about their relationship was the class difference. In spite of Ellis’s attempts
to improve and reinvent herself, it was evident that they came from different
social backgrounds, and this was understood as a major factor leading to the
murder. Detective Chief Inspector Davies, who led the investigation, was
quick to conclude: “The two people, Blakely and Ellis, are of completely
different stations in life … . On meeting Blakely and realising that his class
was very much above her own … it seems she was prepared to go to any
lengths to keep him. Finding this impossible, she appears to have decided to

wreak her vengeance upon him”. 31 The press also highlighted their
differences and Ellis’s desperate and hopeless attempts to assume the
manners of Blakely’s class. The Daily Mirror drew the conclusion that “Ruth
knew it was going to be difficult to become Mrs. Blakely. David, willing to
have fun, still knew that to marry a girl from a drinking club would mean
disgrace in the eyes of his family and friends”. In the face of irreconcilable
differences, Ellis “tried every trick she knew to marry him. French lessons for
when she accompanies him to Le Mans” and an elocution course because

“David thinks I’ve still got a bit of a Manchester accent”. 32 It is important to
acknowledge the significance of these apparently incidental observations, to
imagine a world where social identity is of such anxious symbolic importance
that it can be proposed as a motive for murder.

In certain respects, the signs of class difference were more significant in
post-war Britain than they had ever been. In spite of, or because of, the
levelling experiences of war and the social changes and universal benefits
introduced by the welfare state, the nuances of class distinction seemed to
become increasingly pressing. Ellis had the money to buy good clothes; she
was glamorous and good looking. But even with increasing numbers of
British people identifying as middle class and accessing new levels of



consumption, authentic upper-class identity was a chimera and could not be

bought or learned. 33 One slip, one error of vocabulary or deportment,
threatened to unravel the masquerade and expose the interloper. Social
mobility was a performance that involved dressing up, and looking and
speaking in particular, approved ways; women were taught how to lose their
regional accents, which were regarded as vulgar and common, and to adopt
the preferred BBC southern pronunciation.

Whereas the Daily Mirror claims that Ellis took a speech course to get rid of a
Manchester accent, her biographer, Robert Hancock, suggests that “she
dropped her aitches”. While these observations are not entirely compatible,
they seem to be more concerned to expose the crack in Ellis’s performance,
the crucial detail that revealed her true identity, than to correctly determine
her “natural” accent. Her sister offers a different version of the narrative:
“She spoke well enough without needing elocution lessons. Even if she had a

high-pitched voice it was still good”. 34 It is possible, also, to imagine Ellis’s
voice and its affectations through a letter that she wrote to Blakely’s mother
after the murder. An impossible letter to write under any conditions, Ellis
adopted a self-conscious and incorrect formality:

Dear Mrs Cook
No dought [sic] these last few days have been a shock to you
Please try to believe me, when I say, how deeply sorry I am to

have caused you this unpleasantness. 35

“Unpleasantness”—a polite, awkward euphemism that reveals every particle
of effort to sound and be right. There is, then, a real cruelty in the way that
the press relishes her social failure. In an account of Ellis, “The Woman”, the
Daily Mail rehearses her attempts to improve herself: the glamorous
transformation, the speech-training and deportment classes. The judgement
is severe. It concludes: “every turn failed, for Blakely was still ashamed of

her”. 36

What all of these accounts point to is that Ellis’s makeover was imperfect;
that in spite of the surface simulation, there was always the possibility of
exposure, of the wrong word, the wrong gesture or the wrong expression that
would result in embarrassment or humiliation among Blakely’s upper-class
friends. In her brilliant account of the post-war fashion journalist and editor
Madge Garland, Lisa Cohen describes the way that Garland’s manners at
once camouflaged and displayed her class deficiency: “In response to this
pressure, she produced a style that was at once correct and distinctive, that
played on correctness and was something more than correct: a bold

performance”. 37 For me, this vividly evokes Ellis’s experience as she



struggled to maintain her masquerade and to negotiate her ambiguous social
position. It is, at the same time, both brave and brittle, exciting and
exhausting; and, as Cohen observes, there was much to gain and even more
to lose.

A Black, Fur-Trimmed Suit

It may seem that we have deviated far from the black, fur-trimmed suit that
Ellis wore at her trial, but it is necessary to situate Ellis in relation to post-war
class, gender, and sexuality in order to understand what the suit meant to
her and the values she may have invested in it. A good, tailored skirt suit
was perhaps the easiest aspect of her performance, the one that needed
least practice and rehearsal. As British fashion sought to re-establish itself
internationally after the end of the war, it was the tailored suit that was seen
to express a quintessential form of national style that could be exported
throughout the world. Among British designers, Digby Morton was one of the
leading London names, working with the classic suit in fabrics such as wool
and tweed, in subtle, low-key colours (figs. 5 and 6). As Picture Post fashion
editor Marjorie Beckett stated: “No one tailors quite as well as we do … even

Paris acknowledges that we are unequalled”. 38 The tailored skirt suit was a
particularly restrained and timeless creation that perfectly reflected the self-
effacing beauty of British women while also advertising the social and
income groups to which the wearer belonged. Seasonal change was
articulated through small, nuanced details of pleating, folding and wrapping
rather than bold, high-fashion statements: “hence the reputation of London
couture for beautifully tailored coats and suits, for ‘wearable’ rather than

‘dramatic’ clothes”. 39
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Figure 5.
Picture Post, 17 September 1949, cover (Liverpool: Hulton Press
Ltd, 1949). Digital image courtesy of IPC Magazines / Picture Post
(all rights reserved).
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Figure 6.
Marjorie Beckett, “The World’s Best Suits”, Picture Post, 17 September
1949, 40–41 (Liverpool: Hulton Press Ltd, 1949). Photograph by Nancy
Sandys Walker. Digital image courtesy of IPC Magazines / Picture Post (all
rights reserved).

The upper-class elegance of the made-to-measure tailored suit was also
marketed in ready-to-wear ranges, sold in department stores and mid-range
clothing shops to women who wanted to buy into the timeless chic of the
skirt suit, at prices that still conveyed good taste but were more suited to

post-war incomes. 40 The well-designed ready-to-wear tailored suit was
resilient and versatile; equally at home at the racetrack (fig. 7), in a London
club, or a courtroom, it conveyed a classy elegance, with a certain edge.
There is a Picture Post fashion spread from 1952 devoted to London fashion;
models are photographed in a range of smart and tailored outfits in
traditionally male settings—a wine cellar, the Albany Club, a boxing ring (fig.
8). They are elegant and aloof and pay little attention to the men in the
images; they strike mannequin poses and are there to be pored over and
desired by men and women alike. The shot in Mr. Bloom’s Boxing Academy is
particularly striking, with its contrast between the classic, formal attitudes of
the models and the poses of the semi-clothed boxers; upper-class femininity
is juxtaposed with working-class pugilism. These women are timelessly
elegant but also, just a little bit, sexy.
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Figure 7.
Advertisement for Driway Monarch Weathercoats, Picture Post, 15
October 1955, 40 (Liverpool: Hulton Press Ltd, 1955). Digital
image courtesy of IPC Magazines / Picture Post (all rights
reserved).
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Figure 8.
“London—Smart Girls in a Man’s World”, Picture Post, 20 September 1952,
22–23 (Liverpool: Hulton Press Ltd, 1952). Digital image courtesy of IPC
Magazines / Picture Post (all rights reserved).

By the mid-1950s the image of the tailored skirt suit was shifting from a rural
to an urban aesthetic. Retaining some of the moral values associated with
austerity fashion, the ready-to-wear skirt suit conveyed elegance and
restraint, good taste, and a sensual allure. It is not surprising, therefore, to
find an illustrated article titled “The Tailored Clubwoman” in the 1953 Guide
to London Clubs including the observation: “There was a time when [the
tailored suit] meant a severe, rather masculine garment, useful undoubtedly,
but often neither chic nor flattering. In this enlightened day and age,
however, a tailored suit can be elegant, feminine, and eminently suitable for

every occasion” (fig. 9). 41 The Guide was basically a directory of London
night clubs and, just a few pages from the article on women’s tailoring, it
lists clubs in the SW1 area, including the Little Club, 37 Brompton Road,
listed as a bar open on Sundays. This is Ruth Ellis’s world: at the time of the
Guide’s publication, she was manageress of the Little Club, with a salary that
would make it possible to buy high-end, ready-to-wear suits at Harrods.



Figure 9.
Joan L. Rothschild, “The Tailored Clubwoman”, in Anon., The 1953 Guide to
London Clubs, (London: Regency Press, 1953) 60–61. Digital image
courtesy of Regency Press (all rights reserved).

What happens when a platinum blonde wears a black tailored suit? How do
the meanings of the suit and the woman shift and accommodate each other?
One of Ellis’s biographies mentions that when she left her flat for the last
time in order to kill Blakely, she left behind the book that she had been
reading, a photo-novel of the film Dead Reckoning (directed by John
Cromwell; USA, 1947), starring Humphrey Bogart and Lizbeth Scott (fig. 10).
42 The photo-novel offered a prose retelling of the movie’s narrative,
illustrated with stills from the film; it was “a radically lowbrow, throwaway

pulp subgenre”. 43 Dead Reckoning is a film noir, in which the hero/tough
guy, played by Bogart, falls in love with “Dusty”, the girlfriend of his recently
murdered best friend and army comrade. The plot is littered with deception
and counter-deception focused on the figure of Dusty, a nightclub singer and
suspected murderess. At the end of the film she shoots Bogart but sustains
fatal injuries in a car crash. In the novel, and as played by Scott in the film,
Dusty is “a tall, languorous blonde” (fig. 11); a classic femme fatale,
duplicitous and deadly. In those Hollywood films of the 1940s and 1950s, now
referred to as film noir, the femme fatale defines a particular kind of
dangerous and fascinating femininity, a fatal temptress who is both
destructive of masculinity and also inevitably the object of violent



retribution. 44 Readers of the photo-novel would have seen in Dusty, the
lounge singer and killer, beautifully dressed in suits and evening wear, a
cold, hard style of seductive femininity.

Figure 10.
Alex Morrison, Dead Reckoning: Book of the Film,
(London: Hollywood Publications, 1947), cover.
Digital image courtesy of Hollywood Publications Ltd.
Photo: Columbia Pictures (all rights reserved).



Figure 11.
Dead Reckoning (still), reproduced in: Alex
Morrison, Dead Reckoning: Book of the Film
(London: Hollywood Publications, 1947), 1. Digital
image courtesy of Hollywood Publications Ltd.
Photo: Columbia Pictures (all rights reserved).

Perhaps the most stunning tailored blonde in the early 1950s was Marilyn
Monroe in the 1953 noir thriller Niagara (directed by Henry Hathaway; USA,
1953) (fig. 12). Released in the same year as, but before, Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes, the film is set at the Niagara Falls. Monroe is the unfaithful wife,
Rose, who plots with her lover to murder her husband, George. The plan fails,
and it is instead the lover who is killed; George strangles Rose and kills
himself. In the scene where Rose is murdered by her husband, Monroe wears
a tailored black skirt suit, with a low-cut white shirt and strappy sandals. The
outfit is fitted and stylish; the jacket reveals and, at the same time, enfolds
her body. The sexually expressive blonde inflects the meaning of the tailored
suit. No longer just a sign of urban elegance and British tailoring, it is also
the costume of the dangerous, sexualised woman who must be punished for
her seductive beauty and provocative behaviour.



Figure 12.
Marilyn Monroe in Niagara, (USA, 1953; dir. Henry
Hathaway). Digital image courtesy of 20th Century Fox
Film Corp. / Everett Collection Inc / Alamy Stock Photo
(all rights reserved).

The black suit was thus not a simple or unambiguously decorous outfit for a
court appearance. In Witness for the Prosecution (directed by Billy Wilder;
USA, 1957), Marlene Dietrich plays a woman who is an accomplice to a
murder carried out by her husband; she deliberately commits perjury at the
Old Bailey, and when she is betrayed by him she stabs and kills him (fig. 13).
For her appearance as a witness for the prosecution, Dietrich appears in a
well-cut black suit, white shirt, and black beret, and until her husband’s final,
unexpected betrayal she is ruthless, in control and a liar. The black suit is a
charade of elegant restraint; it may appear the embodiment of British
moderation, but this disguises sexual power and aggression. In the 1950s, it
is also the attire of the femme fatale, the “typical West End tart”.



Figure 13.
Marlene Dietrich in Witness for the Prosecution, (USA, 1957; dir. Billy
Wilder). Digital image courtesy of MGM / APL Archive / Alamy Stock
Photo (all rights reserved).

There is a passage in Oscar Wilde’s novel The Picture of Dorian Gray, after
Dorian has begun his pursuit of murderous sensuality, when his friend Lord
Henry tells him: “You are the type of what the age is searching for, and what

it is afraid it has found”. 45 If Dorian Gray can be understood as the type of
late-nineteenth century aestheticism and sensual gratification, the besuited
peroxide blonde can be seen as the type of the post-war period, an
embodiment of desire and consumerism, and a receptacle of the age’s
dreams of abundance and anxieties of decline and disorder. When Ruth Ellis
entered the dock at the Old Bailey in her black, fur-trimmed, tailored suit,
she represented so much more than herself: she was the type of the age and
its nemesis.



Court Number One—the Old Bailey

From the moment Blakely’s murder hit the newspapers, attention was
focused on Ellis’s appearance: her hair, her make-up, her clothes, her
mannerisms. Readers of the Daily Mail were treated to a film noir version of
the events: “Six revolver shots shattered the Easter Sunday calm of
Hampstead and a beautiful platinum blonde stood with her back to the wall.
In her hand was a revolver”. And in its report on her committal trial at
Hampstead Magistrates Court she was described as wearing “an off-white
tweed suit with black velvet piping”. Reporters were struck by her
composure and lack of emotion; the Daily Express observed that she
“showed the poise of a mannequin”, although the Daily Mail noticed that at
one critical point in the five-hour hearing she started “tapping her high-

heeled shoes against the iron rails of the dock”. 46

The committal trial was merely a rehearsal for the far greater stage of the
Old Bailey, for which Ellis wore a black tailored suit with astrakhan fur trim on

the lapels and pockets. 47 Fur was fashionable in the early and mid-1950s;
used as trim on tailoring, it was more affordable while maintaining its long-

established associations with sensuality and luxury. 48 Clothes do not just
adorn and narrate lives; they are also given meaning by spaces and places.
“Yesterday the girl who sought the bright lights made her last appearance as
a glamour girl. Her ‘stage’ was the dock of the No. 1 court at the Old Bailey”.
49 The words of the Daily Mirror have the ring of a finale, and in many
respects this was the climax for Ellis; it was her moment of total visibility,
and she had to look her very best. In her memoir, Ellis’s daughter states:

Ruth Ellis, femme fatale, was ready for her first and only starring
role, and she was not going to be seen as anything less

glamorous than … any of the other blonde bombshells of her day.
This was Ruth’s big show, for which the rest of her life had only

been a rehearsal. 50

Court Number One is the largest of the four courts that lead off from the
formal marble Grand Hall at the Old Bailey (fig. 14). Originally built in 1907,
the Grand Hall had been restored after the war and reopened in 1952. To
move from the entrance hall to the courtroom is to move from grandiose
domes and marble walls and floors to a cramped, intimate space designed
for ritualised legal drama. Court Number One is a small, enclosed, almost
theatrical space, in which all the players in the drama—jury, defendant,
judiciary, members of the public—are in close physical proximity (figs. 15

and 16). 51 Admission to the public area is by ticket only, and it was not



unusual during the most notorious mid-century trials for long queues to form
in the early hours of the morning and for touts to sell tickets at hugely

inflated prices. 52 In the centre of the courtroom is the dock, a relatively large
enclosure that contains the accused. As it is able to hold up to ten prisoners,
a solitary defendant—a small blonde woman in a black tailored suit, for
example—can appear isolated and alone. The defendant in the dock faces
the judge; on the right of the dock are the benches of the prosecution and
defence, and on the left the jury box. Between the jury box and the judge’s
bench is the pulpit-like wooden witness box; to enter the witness box, a
witness has to walk through the well of the court and past the jury and, in
plain sight of the gallery, climb the steps into the box. This is the setting for
Ruth Ellis’s appearance at her trial.

Figure 14.
The Restored Interior of the Grand Hall of the Central Criminal
Courts, September 1952. Digital image courtesy of Central Press
/ Stringer / Hulton Archive, Getty Images (all rights reserved).



Figure 15.
Interior of a Courtroom at the Old Bailey, May 1981. Digital image
courtesy of Varley / Mirrorpix / Getty Images (all rights reserved).



Figure 16.
Plan of Court Number One from an Architectural
Drawing Created During the Construction of the New
Old Bailey, in Thomas Grant, Court No. 1 The Old
Bailey: The Trials and Scandals that Shocked Modern
Britain (London: John Murray, 2019) facing page, 1.
Digital image courtesy of His Honour Judge Nicholas
Hilliard, QC, the former Recorder of London and the
City of London Corporation / John Murray (all rights
reserved).

The defendant takes their place after the rest of the court is assembled,
accessing the dock from a flight of stairs below the courtroom. Every report,
along with counsel and witnesses, commented on Ellis’s composure: at the
time of the murder, during her arrest and committal, and at the trial itself.
During his examination by the prosecution, the policeman who conducted
the interview following her arrest observed: “I was most impressed by the
fact that she seemed very composed … . There was no sign of confusion in

her manner, or attitude … at all”. 53 Even her defence drew the jury’s
attention to her self-possession in the courtroom, explaining: “You will



observe that she is now a calm and undisturbed person’; at the time of the
murder she was “driven to a frenzy which for the time being unseated her

understanding that she committed the crime”. 54 We might now describe
Ellis’s behaviour as detached or traumatised, but with Ellis showing few signs
of emotion it was critically important that the defence should convince the
jury that the killing was unpremeditated and the result of a complete loss of

control. 55 Everything in Ellis’s appearance, demeanour, and words in the
court militated against this judgement, however. The woman in the dock did
not appear a deranged, emotional victim; rather, she seemed like a cool,
flawless blonde in a black, fur-trimmed suit.

In her study of women and British justice, Queen’s Council Helena Kennedy
has described that atmosphere in court when a defendant gives evidence:
“Whenever a defendant walks from the dock to the witness box to give their
own account there is always a strong sense of anticipation … especially in a

murder trial”. 56 Imagine this short walk from the dock of Court Number One,
directly past the jury and in plain view of counsel and the public. Ruth Ellis:
model, mannequin, mother, murderer. This judicial catwalk was where Ellis’s
suit and newly dyed hair would be most visible. Was there a sound as she
descended from the dock and walked across the floor of the courtroom—any
sound other than that of her high-heeled black shoes?

Ellis was a small woman and enjoyed wearing fashionable high-heeled shoes.
Her sister recalls: “The children remember their Auntie Ruth with her

clippety-clop shoes, her stilettos”. 57 The heel of a stiletto tapers from the
shoe to the tip; until the mid-1950s, when new materials and techniques
were introduced in the construction of the shoe, stilettos were impractical
and uncomfortable and required skill to wear with ease. The word “stiletto”
derives from the Italian for dagger, and the style is a recurrent motif in crime
films of the period. It was design historian, Viv Chadder, writes: “The pointed

heel of deviance, delinquency and the modern woman”. 58

So Ellis would have made her way to the witness box, where she was asked
by the prosecution: “Mrs. Ellis, when you fired the revolver at close range
into the body of David Blakely, what did you intend to do?” She replied: “It is

obvious that when I shot him I intended to kill him”. 59 Her evidence was
brief; the trial lasted a day and the jury took twenty-three minutes to find her
guilty of murder. Ruth Ellis’s suit was smart, fashionable, and elegant, but it
could not disguise the ways in which her life transgressed the sexual and
moral norms of the period. In his summing up of the case, the judge, Mr.
Justice Havers, reminded the jury:



[T]his court is not a court of morals. You will not, therefore, allow
your judgement to be swayed or your minds prejudiced in the

least degree because, on her own admission, when Mrs. Ellis was
a married woman she committed adultery, or because she was
having two persons at different times as lovers. Dismiss these

questions from your minds. 60

Of course, far from dismissing Ellis’s moral identity, the judge firmly rooted it
in the jury’s heads. She was, he had confirmed, “a typical West End tart”.

The fur-trimmed, tailored suit was an eloquent piece of clothing, expressing
wealth, taste, and social prestige, but on Ellis’s body it was the costume of
the blonde femme fatale, the model and nightclub hostess, an identity that
had been established in the newspapers in the weeks leading up to her trial.
One symbolic component of the suit fails, but another assumes control. Not
simply an image of restrained British haute couture, on Ellis the suit is the

fitted, sexualised carapace of blonde noir. 61 Ellis is both ordinary and
exceptional; in so many ways, her life mirrors those of other women in the
late 1940s and 1950s, women who wanted more and who were persuaded by
post-war consumer culture that adornment and display were the ways to get
it. Sadly, she was also not the only woman in this period who was violently
abused by their partner. She was, however, one of the few who fought back
so fiercely, becoming an icon of post-war British modern femininity: self-
promotional, consuming, ambitious, aggressive, sexually desiring, socially
mobile.

Ellis was hanged on Wednesday, 13 July 1955. While there were those who
continued to justify capital punishment, public opinion began to shift away
from support of the death penalty. There seemed, to many contemporaries,
something particularly gruesome surrounding the execution of a woman, and

particularly a young, good-looking woman. 62 The execution of Ruth Ellis
proved to be a turning point in the history of capital punishment in Great
Britain; in 1957 the Homicide Act introduced the defence of diminished
responsibility and limited the death penalty to certain types of murder. The
Death Penalty (Abolition) Act 1965 abolished capital punishment for an initial
period of five years, and in 1969 it was abolished permanently.

In the end, there remains a life frozen in a face: frozen both at the moment
when the image was taken and on 13 July 1955, when Ellis was hanged (fig.
17). Critics have celebrated the iconic female faces of the twentieth
century—Garbo, Monroe. Ellis’s face is the negative side of those beautiful
masks, the face of blonde noir, of the femme fatale whose beauty disguises
evil and transgression. Following her arrest, Ellis always seemed to be



composed; it bothered the police and the judiciary, and it was reported by
the press. They wanted her to break down, for her face and body to
decompose and to express emotion and remorse, for the masquerade to
shatter. But instead she dyed her hair, put on her smartest clothes, and
carried on performing murderous violence re-presented as “unpleasantness”.

Figure 17.
Ruth Ellis and David Blakely at the Little Club in
London (detail), 1955. Digital image courtesy of
Trinity Mirror / Mirrorpix / Alamy Stock Photo (all
rights reserved).
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